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Introduction

It was no pedestrian antitrust suit. Aiming at what Senator John
McCain has called an “injustice . . . inflicted on the American peo-
ple,”1 the class action complaint alleged that powerful television pro-
grammers were forcing large and unwieldy bundles of TV channels on
distributors and ultimately the consumer, with overpayments that
likely amount to tens of billions of dollars each year.2 The complaint
alleged classic indicia of anticompetitive injury, including the massive
overcharges, the suppression of competition among distributors, the
loss of consumer choice, and (indirectly) the dead weight or output
loss when consumers chose not to subscribe. The potential import of
this case dwarfed even major cartel cases in which damages, even
over a period of years, seldom reach the billion-dollar mark.

Consumer distaste for the elephantine and expensive channel offer-
ings has long been focused on the distributor. It was only two decades
ago that pay television distribution was dominated by underperform-
ing, locally licensed cable TV monopolists. Today, although accounts
of distributor abuse continue,3 there is opportunity for genuine compe-
tition among distributors. The high prices and lack of consumer choice
are occasioned, in large part, not by the distributors, but by powerful
television programmers who force the bundles.

The consumer class action complaint in Brantley v. NBC Universal,
Inc.4 was dismissed before the merits could be addressed at trial or
even on a summary judgment motion. On the surface, the Ninth Circuit

1. Joe Flint, McCain Targets Cable Channel Bundling, L.A. TIMES, May 10, 2013,
at B1.

2. The estimate is explained in Part I.E. infra.
3. A major concern remains the vertical integration of many distributors into pro-

gramming and Internet services. See SUSAN CRAWFORD, CAPTIVE AUDIENCE: THE TELE-

COM INDUSTRY IN THE NEW GUILDED AGE (2013) (describing the monopoly risks arising
from control of Internet pipeline by large, vertically integrated firms). See also Com-
cast Corp. v. Behrend, 133 S. Ct. 1426 (2013) (an unsuccessful consumer class action
in which Philadelphia-area plaintiffs alleged that Comcast, with 69% of the local mar-
ket, had exercised its power to prevent rival distributors from building competing net-
works); GAO, Report to the Acting Chairwoman of the Federal Communications
Commission, Video Marketplace 10 (2013) (describing hesitancy of AT&T and Ver-
izon to expand their fiber optic networks).

4. 675 F. 3d 1192 (9th Cir. 2012).
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panel decision was just another failed Sherman Act class action suit.
The plaintiffs were persistent, unsuccessfully appealing the dismissal,
filing two successive petitions for rehearing en banc and, when these
failed, filing an abortive petition for certiorari to the Supreme Court.
Yet, these efforts were to no avail. When the Supreme Court denied
certiorari in November 2012,5 the case, initiated five years earlier, was
over. The pattern is a familiar one: when the Supreme Court has granted
review, it has ruled favorably for defendants in a long string of antitrust
cases brought by private plaintiffs.6

Brantley has special significance because of the importance of the
issues it raised in the distribution of pay television programming in
the United States. Using largely public record materials, I begin
here with an overview of the industry and its competitive performance,
with special focus on the forced bundling by programmers. I then turn
to the Brantley story, examining the complaint, the Ninth Circuit’s
holding, and criticism of that holding. Finally, I examine commentary
supportive of Brantley. That examination invites some broader reflec-
tion on the relevancy of the now century-plus Sherman Act experi-
ment. From this antitrust perspective, the Ninth Circuit’s holding rep-
resents a meticulously cabined categorization that ignores the
fundamental goals of the Sherman Act: to maintain competition and
ensure that it disciplines a product’s development, production, and dis-
tribution (including bundling and pricing decisions), thereby maximiz-
ing the allocation of goods and services and preventing exploitative
wealth transfers. I conclude that a truer application of the Sherman
Act offers the best solution for unlocking competition and resolving
the until-now intractable competitive issues in television distribution.

I. The Distribution of Pay Television in the United States

A. The History of Forced Bundling Restraints

From its nascent years in the mid-twentieth century, the cable tele-
vision industry has offered cable channels in bundles, requiring con-

5. 133 S. Ct. 573 (2012).
6. The exception was American Needle, Inc. v. National Football League, 560 U.S.

183 (2010). The most recent Supreme Court rulings against private plaintiffs came in



sumers to purchase large numbers of channels in order to receive the
few that they actually watch.7 Television viewers of the past who
chafed under the high cost of buying the entire bundled package,
known as expanded basic cable, faced two obstacles to effective anti-
trust relief. The first hindrance was that cable distributors of an ear-
lier era were government-licensed monopolists. Indeed, as recently
as 1992, locally-licensed cable television providers controlled 95%
of the pay television market.8 Fostering competition in the face of
government-sanctioned local monopolies was a potentially intractable
problem for an antitrust court. Second, given the limited technology
available in earlier years, defendants could offer a potentially power-



Despite an infrastructure conducive to competition, today’s distrib-
utors cannot compete meaningfully with one another because powerful
programmers prevent it, employing a series of parallel contracts with
all distributors. Today, seven powerful programmers account for about
95% of all television viewing hours in the United States.12 The Brantley
complaint alleged that five of these firms—NBC Universal (now
owned by Comcast Cable Communications, LLC, another named de-
fendant), Viacom Inc., The Walt Disney Company, Fox Entertainment
Group, Inc., and Time Warner Inc.—owned one or more “must have”
channels that allowed the firm to dictate bundling and tiering restric-
tions to distributors.13 Each of these powerful programmers, leverag-
ing the demand for its most popular channels, effectively forced car-
riage of all of its channels in bundles specified by the programmer.
The problem is exacerbated by the substantial vertical integration of
distributors and programmers. According to the FCC’s 2012 report,
127 national networks were owned by the five largest pay television
distributors, including seventy-eight owned by Comcast, the largest
distributor.14

The market power possessed by a programmer depends primarily on
the popularity of the one or more channels that it distributes. If a dis-
tributor does not carry a channel that its subscribers wish to watch, it
risks losing market share to rival distributors that do provide the chan-
nel. This leverage is openly acknowledged and lamented by distribu-
tors who are subject to it.15 One indication of the strength of the pro-
grammer’s leverage is the ability to demand and receive higher
payments for a popular channel even when the market share for that
channel is declining.16 Faced with a loss in market share, a seller in

12. FCC, FOURTEENTH REPORT, supra note 9, at 8765–66.
13. Third Amended Complaint, supra



a more competitive market would have an incentive to lower, not
raise, its prices.

Even a small programmer may enjoy substantial leverage over distrib-
utors if it offers a popular channel that distributors must carry in order to
compete for subscribers. That monopoly leverage is by itself not an an-
titrust issue. One would expect the programmer to demand a premium
price for the channel, a price that distributors would willingly pay as
long as it could be passed on to consumers without a substantial loss
in subscriptions. The problem becomes more complex, however, if dis-
tributors are offering channels in very large bundles such as an expanded
basic tier that includes sixty or more channels. Now the programmer
with its popular channel has an incentive not just to demand a high
price, but also to demand a tiering restriction: that its channel be in-
cluded in the expanded basic tier. In isolation, the programmer’s demand
is relatively unproblematic. The industry-wide picture, however, is that
every programmer now makes similar demands, the tier grows increas-
ingly large, and consumers end up with the unwieldy and expensive bun-
dle that characterizes contemporary pay television distribution.

Especially troublesome conduct is that of the large programmers,
who insist not only that their popular channels, but also a larger num-
ber of relatively unknown channels, be included in the expanded basic
tier. In the pending Cablevision suit, the complaint alleges that Via-
com requires its distributors to include not only its four most popular
channels, but also up to a dozen other relatively unknown channels,
some or all of which the distributor would not choose to purchase



In effect, the two monopolists need each other and are likely to nego-
tiate terms that are less extreme than in a one-sided monopoly. After
1992, as satellite providers and phone companies began making in-
roads on the local cable company’s market share, the bilateral monop-
oly no longer existed. A powerful programmer was in the driver’s seat
now and able to whipsaw a recalcitrant distributor by threatening to
refuse to supply a high demand channel.19 The threat is compelling be-
cause the distributor risks losing substantial market share to rivals.
More competition among distributors has had the perverse effect of
increasing the leverage of upstream programmers, contributing to
the high prices and unwieldy bundles that shape today’s market.

B. A Pricing Model Skewed to Capture Consumer Surplus



Programmers contend that they offer channels on an à la carte basis
while offering substantial discounts to distributors willing to purchase
a full bundle of the programmer’s channels (mixed bundling).22 Dis-
tributors counter that the à la carte prices are prohibitively expensive.
Cablevision, in its 2013 complaint against Viacom, alleged that the
programmer was charging more for less—the penalty for a package
that included only Viacom’s four popular networks exceeded Cablevi-
sion’s entire annual budget for programming hundreds of channels—
leaving Cablevision no choice but to purchase the much larger but less
costly bundle that included the four popular networks and ten or more
low demand channels.23

The consumer surplus captured through the forced bundles is
likely to vary substantially among customers. According to a Decem-
ber 2012 analysis, the average household paid approximately $90 a
month for cable programming, of which nearly half is allotted to
sports channels regularly watched by only 15–20% of consumers.24

The same source estimated that average consumer bills will rise to
$125 per month over the next three years, the bulk of this increase
flowing from higher fees that cable distributors must pay for sports
programming.25

The impact of inter-product price discrimination is exacerbated by
the information asymmetries associated with purchasing unwieldy
bundles of channels. Faced with a purchase decision involving 100
or more channels and changing content and prices over time, many
consumers, in a practice known as “anchor pricing,”26 may simply
use the available TV distributors’ prices as a measure of value. In

22. Joe Flint, Viacom is sued over TV ‘bundles’, L.A. TIMES, Feb. 27, 2013, at B1.
23. Amended Complaint, Cablevision, supra note 16, ¶¶ 8, 126 et seq. The com-

plaint also alleged “on information and belief ” that the penalty amount exceeded the
advertising revenues that Viacom received for Cablevision’s carriage of the low de-
mand channels. Id. ¶ 8.

24. Joe Flint & Meg James, Sports Cost, Even If You Don’t Watch, L.A. TIMES, Dec.
2, 2012, at A1. A Cox Cable representative estimated that in the Southern California
market, more than half of subscriber fees flow from sports programming that only 15
to 20% of viewers regularly watch. Id. (quoting Cox Cable executive Bob Wilson). A
July 2013 study of Los Angeles-area consumers showed that 59% of respondents
would subscribe to “basic sports” programming and 29% would subscribe to “pre-
mium sports” programming. PwC, Consumer Intelligence Series, Video Content Con-
sumption, available at http://www.pwc.com.

25. Id. (citing information from a market survey by a market research firm (NPD
Group)).

26. See Max Huffman, Marrying Neo-Chicago With Behavioral Antitrust, 78 ANTI-

TRUST L.J. 105, 129–30 (2012) (describing some of the literature addressing the price
framing effects known as anchor pricing).
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fact, because all distributors are subject to virtually the same forced
bundling practices, there is little variation in distributor prices.27

Consider the distinctions between pricing in book publishing and
pricing in pay television. Popular books can be sold at a higher price
than less wanted titles, but the differential in pricing is typically nar-
row. A publisher makes money on popular books primarily by selling
more of them. For the most popular books, such as a “Harry Potter”
novel, dealers may cut their margins, offering the books at a discount
in order to bring more customers into the store. This stands in contrast
to television bundling practices where channels with high viewer loy-
alty are bundled with less popular channels, forcing viewers with a
wide variety of interests to subscribe to many channels they have little
or no interest in watching. Even a viewer with no interest in sports pro-
gramming may still be willing to pay the high price of a bundle, which
contains other programming that the viewer does wish to watch.

Television programmers have a dual source of revenue for their of-
ferings. They make money by selling advertising—and this revenue
source is closely linked to the number of viewers—but also by charg-
ing distributors a per-subscriber fee for channels. According to the
FCC, 42% of 2010 net revenues came from advertising and 55% came
from subscription fees, with subscriber fees rising more rapidly than
advertising revenue.28

The variation in charges for channels can be substantial. New
launch channels of independent programmers often must pay distribu-
tors to have their channels carried.29 Fees for other channels range
from $0.01–5.00 per month.30 A viewer who has no interest in sports
will pay the cost of the sports programming that is never viewed. Even
sports fans overpay. A viewer who may prefer particular sports, or
professional teams over college teams, or vice versa, still has to pay
for sports programming seldom or never watched. The basic implica-

27. Another device described in the literature, drip pricing, may also play a role in
the inflated prices consumers pay. See id. Some distributors advertise a monthly price
that includes a bundle of channels, hoping to sway a consumer decision before adding
additional charges for HD service, the use of a digital recorder, or for hookups to more
than one television set.

28. FCC, FOURTEENTH REPORT, supra note 9, at 8772 (Table 27).
29. See id.
30. Id. There were approximately 100 million pay-TV subscribers in the U.S. as of

2010. Id. at 8662 n.60. ESPN currently charges $5 per month for its network and
is reported to earn 15% of all cable network revenues. Id. at 8779. If each of the
100 million subscribers pays $0.01 per month to receive a network, that produces
an annual revenue stream of $12 million each year. At $5 per month, ESPN would
generate $6 billion in annual revenue if all 100 million subscribers paid for its
network.
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tions for consumer price and choice are obvious: a consumer has only
one meaningful alternative—she can “cut the cord” by declining to
buy any pay television programming. An increasing number of con-
sumers have chosen this option,31 and buyer revolt is likely to increase.



dling (selling channels both à la carte and in bundles), provided that
the discount for bundled offerings corresponded to efficiencies gener-
ated by bundled selling. Rather than invite extensive litigation over
cost efficiencies, a judicial decree might simply limit the size of pro-
grammer bundles and prohibit discounts above a set limit. For exam-
ple, a programmer would set an à la carte price for each channel, subject
to its right to bundle channels together as long as the discount for the
bundle did not exceed a specified percentage (e.g., 10%) of the sum
of the individual prices for the included channels. Competition at the
distributor level would still allow consumer demand to discipline the
à la carte prices set by the programmer. Under such a mechanism,
the programmer is likely to be rewarded primarily based on the number
of viewers of the channel, not on the intensity of a consumer’s loyalty
to that channel. Programmers would still have a strong incentive to pro-
vide popular programming while viewers would have more choice,
more low cost options, and substantial consumer surplus savings.

It might be argued that at least some consumers, perhaps a substan-
tial percentage, prefer large bundles and the lower per channel cost that
flows from these bundles. If so, the market would respond. Large bun-
dles would still be offered by at least some distributors who would cater
to this consumer preference. The final nature, size, and pricing of bun-
dles would be determined primarily by consumer demand.

C. Impact on Distributors and Independent Programmers

Distributors forced to bundle are denied an effective competitive
tool: the ability to offer customized or à la carte packaging that
could attract new viewers or retain current viewers disgruntled by
the high-priced and unwieldy bundles. The inability to compete on
terms most desired by consumers is a barrier to entry and market pen-
etration for distributors.35 Distributors can theoretically compete on
price but, as a practical matter, the forced bundles leave the distributor
little control over either the size of the bundle or the price charged for
it. Although distributors can expand into programming and add chan-
nels to the bundled package,36 they cannot meaningfully reduce the

35. An AT&T representative, referring to the then fledgling U-verse distributor,
took note of the restraints facing a new distributor: “We will be happy to offer à la
carte programming as long as we are able to obtain access to the programming in
that manner.” Comments of Robert Quinn, Senior Vice President of AT&T, quoted
in Third Amended Complaint, supra note 11, ¶ 44.

36. FCC, FOURTEENTH REPORT, supra note 9, at 8651. Time Warner Cable, for ex-
ample, has agreed to pay the Los Angeles Lakers over $3 billion to carry the
team’s games exclusively. L.A. TIMES, supra note 24.
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size of the package offered to consumers without excluding popular
channels that subscribers want to watch. Representatives of distribu-
tors frequently complain about the system,37 but until recently seemed
unwilling to challenge the programmers directly. The reluctance may
stem from vertical integration—many distributors are also program
providers—and the ongoing business relationships between distribu-
tors and programmers. In February 2013, an independent and non-
vertically integrated distributor, Cablevision, filed suit in the Southern
District of New York alleging that Viacom had violated federal and
state antitrust law by forcing Cablevision to accept ten or more lesser-
valued Viacom channels in order to obtain Viacom’s four most popular
channels.38 Two of the four largest distributors (DirecTV and Time War-
ner Cable) have announced their support for the suit.39 The more aggres-
sive anti-bundling stance of distributors probably was sparked by rap-
idly increasing cable bills and the increasing number of customers that
decline to purchase the increasingly unwieldy and expensive bundles.





and distributors is very high—according to one report, 81.4% com-
pared to 23.1% in the United States.48 Canada’s high percentage of
vertical integration, however, may be mitigated by relatively low con-
centration levels. As of 2012, Bell Media, the largest of Canadian
media firms, controlled 28.6% of that nation’s TV viewing market.49

Canadian distributors have for some time offered channels on a more
customized basis that allows consumers more choices. A 2006 FCC re-
port described Canadian distributors that require the purchase of an in-
expensive basic bundle, then allow customers to add channels in small
customized bundles.50 The Canadian Radio-television and Telecommu-
nications Commission (CRTC) has taken steps to ensure that all pay-TV
viewers can purchase smaller, customized packages of channels.51 The
smaller bundles would come at a higher per-channel fee, but that fee
can be more than offset by purchasing a smaller bundle. An example
of this model is a satellite distributor in Canada, Shaw Direct, which
now offers basic packages linked to choices for additional specialty bun-
dles and over fifty channels available on an à la carte basis.52

E. Anticompetitive Effects of Forced Bundling Reassessed

Estimates of the cost of the forced bundling have varied widely. In
2006, an FCC report dissected an industry-funded private study and,



based on some adjusted analysis, concluded that à la carte offerings
could produce results ranging from 4% higher prices to 13% lower
prices (with a decrease in three out of four cases).53 In 2013, a
stock analyst estimated that à la carte sales of pay television would re-
sult in a $70 billion annual revenue loss to television programmers.54

Any estimate that the saving would be minimal or even negative can-
not reflect current market conditions, where almost half of the con-
sumer’s bill covers sports television that many customers do not
watch. Since 2006, the explosion in regional and national sports net-
works has been the major determinant of subscription fees that have
been rising at twice the nation’s annual inflation rate.55 If almost
half of the annual fees go to pay for sports television, and many view-
ers don’t wish to watch sports programming, there is an obvious loss to
consumers that, cautiously, one can estimate as in excess of $10 bil-
lion a year (that figure represents less than 10% of annual subscription
fees paid by U.S. consumers).

The stock analyst’s estimated $70 billion annual loss of revenue for
TV programmers is too high. The estimate is apparently based on the
assumption that all bundling, even smaller more customized bundles
that would be attractive to consumers, would be prohibited. That result
is unlikely. A system of mixed bundling in which à la carte prices are
linked to a program’s popularity should be permitted by any antitrust
decree. In addition, freely competing distributors would continue to
offer bundles that would attract and retain subscribers. In particular,
the marketing literature suggests that small bundles of channels carry-
ing related programming would survive in a more competitive envi-
ronment.56 Programmers would certainly lose revenue if competition
prevailed, but they could increase per channel distribution fees to off-
set some of this loss. A programmer’s most popular channels would
continue to command high subscription fees; less popular channels
might not survive, but such channels generate lower advertising reve-
nues and any lost revenue would be at least partially offset by savings

53. FCC, FURTHER REPORT, supra note 21, at 7–14.
54. Ryan Faughnder, High Cost of Offering Pay-TV à la carte, L.A. TIMES, at B3

( July 16, 2013) (quoting Laura Martin, a stock analyst with Needham & Co.). See
also Gregory S. Crawford & Ali Yurukoglu, The Welfare Effects of Bundling in Mul-
tichannel Television Markets, 102 AM. ECON. REV. 643 (2012) (concluding that à la
carte would be welfare decreasing based on the assumption that viewers view each
hour of television viewing equally).

55. GAO, Video Marketplace, supra note 3, at 16 (finding a 33.5% increase in
prices for expanded basic cable TV during the years 2005 to 2011, compared to a
15.5% increase in the consumer price index).

56. See notes 72–73 and accompanying text infra.
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from no longer producing the channel. The stock analyst’s estimate
also apparently does not factor in the likely increase in advertising rev-
enues that would flow from more attractive packaging of television
programming. More subscribers would increase television viewing
and the advertising revenues that flow to programmers.

A more meaningful measure of the overcharges from forced bun-
dling would be to compare pay-TV prices in the United States and Can-
ada. The Canadian benchmark can provide a rough approximation of
how much consumers would save under a system that gives consumers
more choice. The Canadian example is the best available national
comparison for the U.S. system. Much of the English language pro-
gramming available in Canada is the same or similar to that available
in the United States. Regulators in both countries require carriage of
certain channels, but neither nation directly regulates pay-TV prices.
Similar cultural values, income levels, and broadcasting technology
are likely to lead to similar standard and HD programming choices.
Local news and sports programming will be different, but that is
true regionally within a country as well as across borders. With roughly
ten times the population base, United States distributors may have a large
base of programming to choose from, but even modern technology limits
a distributor’s ability to increase the number of channels. There are also
limits to how much television an individual can watch. The average
U.S. viewer chooses among roughly seventeen channels,57 and there
is no reason to believe this number differs substantially in Canada.

With over 100 million U.S. pay-TV subscribers doling out an aver-
age of $1080 per year, U.S. pay-TV viewers are paying $108 billion



duct a further 5% from this amount, leaving a total overcharge of $342
per year per U.S. viewer. When this amount is multiplied by the 100 mil-
lion subscribers, the total annual overcharge would be $34.2 billion.59

It is possible that U.S. viewers are more likely than their Canadian
counterparts to pay extra for premium channels, skewing the compar-
ison of monthly rates. Assuming that this is the case (I found no doc-
umentation to support or refute it), the differential between U.S. and
Canadian rates can cautiously be reduced by a further 20%, lowering
it from $34.2 billion to $27.4 billion. The range of estimated overpay-



consumers a meaningful à la carte option). U.S. consumers may have
more choices for distribution (as many as four or five distributors) than
their Canadian counterparts, a circumstance that should allow compet-
itive forces greater play in the U.S. It is quite possible that removal of
the forced bundles would save U.S. consumers even greater amounts.
In addition, the range of $27 to $34 billion annual overcharge does not
include the deadweight loss for U.S. consumers who do not subscribe
because of the high costs. Connor and Lande have examined the liter-
ature on wealth transfer and deadweight losses based on a survey of
cartel cases and found that the estimates of deadweight loss range
from $3 to $20 for every $100 in overcharges.61 Transferring these es-



analysis concluded that for the 2000 Olympic games in Sidney Austra-
lia, NBC and its affiliated networks showed 441 hours of coverage,
compared to the 1309 hours showed by the CBC. U.S. citizens living
near the Canadian border often preferred the CBC’s coverage not only
because it was more comprehensive, but also because events were
shown live rather than on a delayed basis.62 Yet, for rights to televise
the 2000 Olympics, NBC paid $705 million to the International Olym-
pic Committee, while the CBC paid only $32 million. On a per capita
basis, the cost was $2.47 per person in the United States but only
$1.07 per person in Canada.63 U.S. consumers did not pay this premium
directly, but did so indirectly through higher TV subscriber fees, re-
duced coverage, coverage of fewer live events, and the heavy dose of
television commercials for events carried on NBC’s non-pay channel.64

For the 2012 Olympics, Canadians watched telecasts provided by
CTV Olympics, a consortium organized by Bell Media and Rogers
Media. This time, the consortium reportedly outbid the CBC for broad-
casting rights,65 but the U.S./Canada differential in cost per resident
remained. The consortium reportedly paid $63 million for the broad-
casting rights,66 an average of $1.80 per Canadian. NBC, the U.S.
broadcaster, paid $1.18 billion for its rights, or an average of $3.73 per
U.S. resident. This time, both the Canadian and U.S. broadcasters claimed
to have provided more than 5500 hours of total coverage. The Canadian
broadcasters lost money while NBC claimed to have broken even.67

One explanation for these results is that U.S. consumers pay higher
television subscription fees than their Canadian counterparts.68



This comparison of U.S./Canada Olympic coverage highlights the
leverage that sports organizations (such as sports leagues, teams, or
the IOC) possess in negotiating television rights. This leverage
would be a factor regardless of distribution practices, but the forced
bundlings exacerbate the leverage, allowing the sports organizations
(and the programmers who obtain exclusive rights) to extract con-
sumer surplus from the viewing public.







A programmer acting alone to abandon bundling and tiering restric-
tions would obtain few of these offsetting benefits because large bun-
dles would remain the norm. Viewers would still be unable to get
small, customized packages that could substantially increase the num-
ber of subscribers. Without these offsetting benefits, each programmer
has a reinforced incentive to continue bundling practices.

G. Efficiency Defenses for Programmer-Forced Bundles

Various efficiencies have been suggested as justifications for the
programmers’ large bundles. Hovenkamp has argued that “per channel
cost savings may explain why a cable company bundles large numbers
of channels into a single package.”78 Once the significant cost of cable
installation is paid, “adding additional channels costs very little more
than the licensing fee.”79 Hovenkamp’s arguments seem more directed
to distributor imposed bundling than to the forced programmer im-
posed bundling that is the basis of the anticompetitive concern. It is
correct that distributors would have to raise per-channel subscriber
fees if only a few channels were purchased. Distributors, however,
are not content with the large unwieldy bundles that powerful pro-
grammers force upon them. Many distributors now want to be released
from the forced bundling, as evidenced by the Cablevision suit and
public statements reacting to it. The cost assumptions underlying
Hovenkamp’s argument are also questionable. With the heavy de-
mands of high-definition (HD) digital placed on the system, and the
competing need for bandwidth required to provide Internet access, Ca-
blevision claims that Viacom’s forced bundles compel the distributor
either to expand capacity at considerable cost or curtail other program-
ming that they would prefer to offer.80 Licensing fees, which Hoven-
kamp mentions in passing, are very substantial and increasing rapidly;
Cablevision claims that its program licensing fees amount to over a
billion dollars a year.81 Thus, while there is truth to the point that a
larger bundle can be provided more efficiently than individual channel
sales, programmer forced bundling is neither required nor justified by
this efficiency. To the extent a distributor wishes to capture this effi-
ciency, it would still be free to offer appropriate bundles once pro-
grammer enforced bundling ceased.

78. Herbert Hovenkamp, Antitrust and Nonexcluding Ties 2–3 (Oct. 2012), avail-
able at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2143869.

79. Id.
80. Amended Complaint, Cablevision, supra note 16, ¶¶ 33, 139.
81. Id. ¶ 34.
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Dennis Carlton and Michael Waldman have suggested that the effi-
ciency most likely to apply to programmer enforced bundles is that re-
lated to search and sorting costs.82 The argument is that because tele-
vision channels vary in quality and degrees of preference, by bundling
them together, programmers and distributors can save the cost of sort-



efficiencies arising out of the joint production and marketing of a closely
related group of channels. The ESPN family of channels, for example,
may do planning and production through common employees that
work interchangeably for the related channels. The efficiencies linked
to production and marketing, however, would diminish substantially
when a large group of relatively unrelated channels is bundled together.
Such efficiencies could not explain why, as alleged in the Cablevision
complaint, a powerful television programmer would price a small bun-
dle of popular channels at a price that vastly exceeds the cost of a larger
bundle that includes the popular channels—allegedly by an amount that
exceeds the distributor’s entire annual programming budget.84

II. The Brantley Litigation

A. The Complaint

In 2007, a class of consumers brought a Sherman Act action alleg-
ing that powerful television programmers employ contract provisions
that force distributors, and through them consumers, to purchase the
entire slate of expanded basic cable offerings. The nature of the re-
straint was described in paragraph 4 of the Third Amended Complaint,
“Competition among distributors for consumer business has been sig-
nificantly suppressed and eliminated because . . . [distributors’] crea-
tivity in offering smaller packages or channels on an unbundled
basis has been circumscribed by the contract between each distributor
and each programmer, which prohibits such offerings.”85

The complaint alleged no horizontal conspiracy, but did allege in-
terdependent conduct among the defendant programmers in imposing
parallel vertical bundling restraints on television distributors: Each
programmer acted “with the knowledge and anticipation that each
other major programmer will do likewise.”86 If distributors were free
to design distribution packages in a manner that maximized consumer
subscriptions, the benefit from this increased output would flow to

84. Amended Complaint, Cablevision, supra note 16, ¶ 8. Viacom could argue that
it is paying distributors to carry their low demand channels, an efficient result because
it allows Viacom to make some advertising revenues on these channels. The com-
plaint, however, alleged on information and belief that the penalty amount exceeds
any advertising revenue that Viacom received from carriage of these channels. Id.
Morever, the forced inclusion of these channels is at the expense of channels of inde-
pendent programmers potentially more attractive to consumers (and that would gener-
ate larger ad revenues for the independent programmer). Distributors would not
choose to carry Viacom’s low demand channels but for the high penalty they would
have to pay (and pass on to consumers) to exclude them.

85. Third Amended Complaint, supra note 11, ¶ 4.
86. Id. ¶ 43.
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tying “can increase the social costs of market power by facilitating
price discrimination, thereby increasing monopoly profits over what
they would be absent the tie.”98

The price discrimination effects of tying have thus been targeted by the
Court both for requirements ties (intra-product price discrimination) and
for full-line forcing ties (inter-product price discrimination). In both
cases, these wealth transfer effects are likely to be a primary (if not the pre-
dominant) injury to competition. But, both ties are likely also to have
exclusionary effects. In Brantley, the plaintiffs alleged these exclusionary



C. The Ninth Circuit’s Opinion

In October of 2009, the district court dismissed the complaint with
prejudice, ruling that a viable Section 1 tying complaint required an
allegation of foreclosure among upstream television programmers.102

The Ninth Circuit affirmed.103 The opinion recited three areas in
which Sherman Act Section 1 claims are cognizable: (1) a horizontal
conspiracy; (2) a vertical conspiracy involving tying conduct that fore-
closes rivals from participation in the tied product market; or (3) a ver-
tical conspiracy that facilitates horizontal collusion.104 On two occa-
sions, the opinion acknowledged express language in the complaint
alleging competitive injury to downstream distributors.105 The panel
decision then ignored its own description of the complaint, stating
that the complaint did not allege “any effect . . . on Distributors’ com-
petition as to cost and quality of service”106 and that the petitioners
“disavow any intent to allege that the practices . . . foreclosed rivals
from entering or participating in the upstream or downstream markets”
(emphasis added).107 The Court further stated that the plaintiffs “have
not alleged how competition (rather than consumers) is injured.” The
panel conceded the possibility that “competition could be injured or
reduced due to a widely applied practice that harms consumers” but
insisted that “the complaint does not include any allegation of injury
to competition, as opposed to injuries to the plaintiffs.”108

III. Evaluating the Ninth Circuit’s Opinion

A. Criticism

The Ninth Circuit’s reading of the complaint was myopic if not dis-
ingenuous. The Supreme Court requires that, on a motion to dismiss,
“when addressing well-pleaded factual allegations, a court should as-
sume their veracity and then determine whether they plausibly give
rise to an entitlement to relief.”109 Several pages of the Brantley com-



plaint alleged in great detail, using the distributor-executives’ own
words, how competition among distributors was undermined. The lan-
guage of the Ninth Circuit suggests a view that these were merely al-
legations of consumer harm unrelated to injury to competition. To
reach this conclusion, Section 1 of the Sherman Act would have to
be construed as defining injury to competition differently in vertical
cases than in horizontal cases (the downstream injury to distributors
and consumers would be cognizable in a horizontal case). That is a dif-
ficult proposition to defend.110

Brantley was a rule-of-reason case. It is well established that under
the rule of reason, a court should not be cabined into strict categoriza-
tions but should weigh “all of the circumstances of a case in deciding
whether a restrictive practice should be prohibited.”111 “Direct evi-
dence of anticompetitive effects should be sufficient to establish the
plaintiff ’s prima facie case regardless of whether the restraint is cate-
gorized as horizontal or vertical.”112 The Ninth Circuit adopted a strict
categorical view of the Sherman Act which apparently allows, in their
words, only for “standard-issue threats to competition” such as exclud-



court’s effort to analyze the competitive implications of the unwieldy
bundles of channels offered to consumers. The court stated that the al-
leged bundles would require consumers to purchase “low-demand
channels, which they do not want.”114 The Court went on to explain
that a buyer can never be forced to pay more because a valued product
is tied to the sale of an unwanted product (the higher price for the tie
would simply be a higher charge for the valued product).115 The bi-
nary world reflected in the court’s example does not comport with
reality. Television consumers do not simply buy based on the polar op-
posites of high valued and unwanted channels—they make their pur-
chasing decisions based on a whole range of value preferences and
the informational vacuums associated with constantly changing con-
tent and pricing for large and unwieldy bundles.

B. Support for the Ninth Circuit’s Opinion

1. ERRORS BASED ON A MISAPPREHENSION OF THE COMPLAINT

The Ninth Circuit’s decision has its supporters.116 That support may
be attributed in part to the Ninth Circuit panel’s mischaracterization of
the complaint. Carlton and Waldman accepted the panel’s statement
that this case was about consumer injury with no alleged injury to
competition.117 Crane argued that Brantley was rightly dismissed be-
cause it involved, at most, consumer wealth injury not linked to any
“anticompetitive-element.”118 These statements are apparently based
on the Ninth Circuit’s claims that the complaint failed to allege harm
to competition as distinct from injury to consumers. As detailed above,
that description of the complaint is simply wrong.119 Even a cursory
reading demonstrates that the complaint was focused on forced restric-

114. Id.
115. Id. at 1202–03 (citing Hirsch v. Martindale-Hubbell, Inc., 674 F.2d 1343,

1349 n.19 (9th Cir. 1982).
116. Carlton & Waldman,



tions on distributors who have repeatedly and quite publicly lamented
their inability to fashion channel offerings responsive to consumer
demand.

Perhaps because Carlton and Waldman accepted the Ninth Circuit’s
misreading of the complaint, they argued that behavior similar to the
bundled offerings of pay television providers typically does not give
rise to “arguments concerning an antitrust violation.”120 They offered
the example of a book containing a collection of an author’s short sto-
ries, none of which is separately published. Consumers might prefer
to buy only their own smaller selection of the author’s stories, but
Carlton and Waldman concluded that “we know of no one who argues
that such behavior . . . should be of serious concern to the antitrust
authorities.”121

The example is inapt. Even clear violations of the Sherman Act go
unchallenged when they involve insignificant and isolated transac-
tions.122 To come close to the conduct challenged in Brantley, the ex-
ample would have to be modified: consumers would be offered, on a
take it or leave it basis, a monthly $90 (soon estimated to be $125)
multi-volume collection of new essays, stories and materials by vari-
ous authors covering a wide range of topics including sports, current
events, politics, history, animal behavior, entertainment, cooking, reli-
gion, and fictional works such as mysteries and literary and romance
novels. The book publishers would be forced, not by consumer de-
mand, but by upstream entities that controlled the authors’ works, to
include all of these titles together in the multi-volume collection.
The scheme would have to be industry-wide, facilitated by most-
favored-nation clauses, so that each publisher would be forced to as-
semble virtually identical works together and charge nearly identical
prices, leaving the consumer little choice among publishers. Moreover,
this would not be a simple one-time purchase. In effect, book buyers
would be compelled to join an ongoing book-of-the-month club in
order to receive desired materials. Consumers could choose among

their offerings. Yet independent programmers have openly and repeatedly complained
of foreclosure effects. See supra notes 37–39 and accompanying text.

120. Carlton & Waldman, supra note 82, at 3.
121. Id.
122. Two rival grocery store vendors who agree to fix the price of lettuce may have

committed a per se violation of the Sherman Act, yet their conduct, as long as it is
local and isolated, is unlikely to be challenged by antitrust authorities. Indeed, the
law governing tying conduct contains its own threshold test to exclude relatively
inconsequential conduct: unless there is substantial commerce in the tied product mar-
ket, the quasi per se rule will not apply to the conduct. See Jefferson Parish Hosp. Dist.
No. 2 v. Hyde, 466 U.S. 2, 12–18 (1984).
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four or five publishers, but this would allow only slight variance in
price and no meaningful reduction in the unwieldy bundle that is of-
fered. Each buyer would be faced with the choice of buying, on a re-
curring monthly basis, an expensive collection of books covering a
great many topics in which the buyer has little or no interest or not get-
ting the materials the reader wished to read.

2. CLAIMS THAT FORCED BUNDLING IS CONSISTENT
WITH TOTAL WELFARE

Crane’s and Carlton and Waldman’s articles attempted a coherent
economic analysis that was absent in Brantley. Both approached the
forced bundling with a total welfare analysis based on the perfect price







which is most agreeable to the interests of the whole society.”134 Mea-
suring loss of output only in the relevant consumer market (the loss of
consumer subscribers) ignores allocation injury in secondary or ter-
tiary upstream or downstream markets, something Smith’s definition
did not do. For example, a sole producer of mattresses might raise



Crane’s critique of the complaint included an analysis of whether a
consumer can ever be forced to buy something unwanted. Crane con-
tended that consumers won’t pay more than they consider the product
to be worth, offering the example of a Bedouin forced at gunpoint to
purchase sand. The Bedouin, Crane suggested, is not really buying the
sand, but buying his life.136 Extending the logic from the Bedouin’s
straightforward life or death situation to the purchase of a complex
bundle of dozens of television channels, Crane concluded that the bun-
dling distributors cannot charge more than the “buyer’s reservation
price . . . for things that the buyer values.”137

Carlton and Waldman argued that bundling of television channels
can actually increase total welfare because with bundles, consumers
will end up purchasing not only their most preferred but also their
“least liked channels,” channels liked enough to purchase but not at
the higher price offered when sold as unbundled channels.138

Assuming that total welfare were the relevant standard, the logic of
the critics’ analyses is compelling only in a polar world in which the
buyer has no second choices or nuanced preferences. Complex con-
sumer decisions cannot be forced into a binary digital world of “ones
and zeros”—a simple yes-or-no response cannot adequately describe
the spectrum of desires and priorities that guide consumer choice.
The critics, however, embraced this world, assuming that each con-
sumer has a fixed reservation price for the channels individually or
for the large and complex bundle that is offered to them.

The concept of a reservation price is useful for economic modeling
when there is a sale of a relatively simple product (with no optional
add-ons) and when the sale is isolated in time, with no dynamic ele-
ment (no recurring sales with changing content and pricing). The con-
cept assumes that individual consumers are informed and make prices
through their own informed buying choices. That premise is under-
mined by behavioral economics and marketing literature that suggests



ual prices is reduced.140 If the price of a bundled package of television
channels rises gradually over time (at a rate substantially exceeding
inflation), many consumers may accept higher rates as a genuine
benchmark of value. Using market options to assess value can be a
healthy exercise, but only if competition is preserved as the price reg-
ulator. In a well-functioning market, a combination of consumer de-
mand and seller supply sets the competitive price and determines
the viability of bundled or unbundled offerings. If competition is
thwarted through power abuses, the resultant prices and the size of
bundled offers will not efficiently allocate. This is precisely what
the Brantley complaint alleged and it implicates an injury to total wel-
fare as well as to consumer welfare.

Consider again the validity of a “reservation price” when the prod-
uct is complex and involves potential add-ons. There are absolutes in
the consumer world,141 but when entering the purchasing arena for a
complex product, the consumer typically brings a series of preferences
mitigated by cost awareness and a willingness to buy up or down the
prestige ladder based on price and quality preferences. A potential
buyer may enter an auto show room with a definite idea of which
model to purchase, including the preferred color and extra equipment.
The dealer, however, may not have precisely that model, and the con-
sumer may end up paying more for a vehicle that includes a sunroof
and chrome wheels, neither of which the consumer would have chosen
to buy had the ideal vehicle been available. In such a transaction, the



attained by this transaction. Total welfare, as Adam Smith envisioned
it,142 is undermined.

The occasional sale of an automobile with unwanted extra equip-
ment does not (and should not) give rise to a viable antitrust claim.
There is probably sufficient competition in the retail automobile mar-
ket (both interbrand and intrabrand) to discipline sellers who might at-
tempt to sell vehicles laden with unwanted extra equipment. But, the
forced bundling of television channels is a different matter. To analo-
gize Brantley, all automobile manufacturers and their distributors
would be offering their cars laden with the same extra equipment,
even though most consumers only prefer a small fraction of this equip-
ment. Many of the auto dealers might wish to offer consumers the
choice of a more stripped down vehicle, but the upstream manufactur-
ers would prohibit them from doing so. All consumers, as a result, are
forced to buy nearly identical expensive vehicles laden with extra
equipment they do not desire. A consumer can still decline to buy al-
together, but this consumer decision is a loss of output or deadweight
loss. Putting these facts together, the industry-wide bundling require-
ments cause television consumers to pay more (a wealth transfer injury),
cause some consumers to decline to subscribe to pay-TV (an output re-
duction and injury to total welfare), deprive consumers of choice, and
force television distributors to curtail their own competition (preventing
them from offering smaller or customized packages responsive to con-
sumer demand). Foreclosure of distributor competition is an injury even
under the narrow definitions of actionable tying urged by Crane and
Carlton and Waldman. In addition, independent upstream program pro-
viders face enhanced barriers to entry because of the bundling system
controlled by powerful upstream programmers.143

Consider now the dynamic element involved in a recurring purchase
of bundled television channels. The consumer’s initial choice is al-
ready complex and surrounded with informational issues. For viewers
living in an urban environment, there may be four or more distributors
offering bundles of pay television channels. The distributors compete
with one another on introductory offers (attempting to lock in the con-
sumer by offering a discounted introductory price) and in offering an-
cillary services or products (the number of television receivers that can

142. See note 134, supra and accompanying text.
143. Supra notes 44–47 and accompanying text. As previously described, foreclo-

sure of rival programmers was not alleged in Brantley but has been emphatically al-
leged in Cablevision. See Part I.C., infra.
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be included or the availability and pricing of recording devices).144

There is little competition, however, in terms of the nature or extent
of the bundles. Since each distributor is subject to the same leverage
from the large programming firms, each ends up with a very similar
unwieldy bundle of channels. In the long run, after the introductory
discounts have expired, the consumer pays a nearly identical price
to any available distributor for the expanded basic tier of television
channels. Even the most attentive and well-informed television con-
sumer cannot avoid the leveraging power of the programmers who
force their bundles on recalcitrant distributors. The complexity of
the transaction and the momentum associated with staying with a
package may undermine rational choice. The consumer may grudg-
ingly accept increases in the number and cost of channels that, over
time, are gradually added to the package. In the context of this com-
plex and dynamic environment involving recurring purchases, chan-
nels added or dropped without the consumer’s consent, and constantly
escalating prices, the concept of a reservation price has little rele-
vance. The consumer is a price taker, not a price maker.

Many of the informational issues facing the consumer may be
viewed as consumer protection issues. For antitrust, the salient issue
is the structural component to these informational problems. Freed
from the forced-bundling restraints and the facilitating most-favored-
nation contracts, independent distributors—those not extensively in-
volved in programming and confronting no conflict of interest—
would respond to consumer demand by offering smaller, more custom-
ized and consumer friendly packages. They cannot do so because of
the leverage exercised by large programmers, and it is in this respect
that antitrust has a clear role to play.

The bottom line is that the concept of reservation price may be com-
pelling when the product offering is simple and when there is no dy-
namic element to the sales. The recurring bundled sale of hundreds of
television channels, with the price and offerings changing over time,
most decidedly does not fit these criteria. Although calculations of
the total welfare of consumers are difficult to make, total welfare
will not be enhanced if distributors are shackled and unable to design
packages that are responsive to consumer demand.145 Each time a con-
sumer decides to cut the cord, that welfare is further reduced.

144. FCC, FOURTEENTH REPORT, supra note 9, ¶¶ 86–88, at 38–39 (describing meth-
ods of price competition among distributors).

145. I am indebted to Prof. Einer Elhauge for his insights in an as yet unpublished
manuscript. Einer Elhauge,



3. CLAIMS THAT FORCED BUNDLING MAY INCREASE
CONSUMER SURPLUS

Carlton and Waldman offered an example to show that bundled tele-
vision sales are unlikely to harm consumer welfare, and “can even in-
crease consumer welfare.”146 In their hypothetical, 1000 consumers
are offered a bundle that includes ESPN and ten other channels. Each
consumer values ESPN and is willing to pay $15 a month to receive
it. Preference varies for each of the ten other channels: a distinct









upstream and downstream foreclosure injury.155 That both down-
stream distributors and upstream programmers have now endorsed
the Cablevision suit challenging Viacom’s bundling practices is one
indication of the reality of these foreclosure injuries. It is difficult to
find an example of a tie-in that implements inter-product price discri-
mination that does not have likely foreclosure injury at the upstream
level, the downstream level, or both levels.

There are, however, compelling reasons to recognize the injury
flowing from inter-product price discrimination as a valid and inde-
pendent basis for condemning a tying arrangement. The primary allo-
cative harm from such a tie is wealth transfer and deadweight loss to
consumers, not the foreclosure injury to a rival programmer. While a
foreclosure injury is more likely to suggest a drag on innovation, such
a showing has never been required to demonstrate anticompetitive ef-
fects in other contexts (such as the law governing horizontal restraints
or vertical restraints such as resale price maintenance). In addition,
proof of the requisite foreclosure injury will not always be easy. In
Brantley, the consumer plaintiffs and their attorneys had difficulty get-
ting independent upstream programmers to speak for the record, per-
haps because they did not wish to jeopardize their ability to find coop-
erative distributors, many of them integrated into programming.156

Recognizing that tie-ins can have anticompetitive effects through
price discrimination would not open the floodgates that critics fear.





mounts for a bill that would require à la carte programming.158 Failing
all of this, although it may take a decade or more for this to happen,
the marketplace may ultimately force greater consumer choice as
more and more consumers cut the cord in favor of Internet options
for television programming. The Sherman Act, however, provides a
better answer.

The bilateral monopoly in television distribution that existed before
the early 1990s was far from ideal for TV consumers. It did, however,
provide one benefit. Powerful programmers with popular channels
could not run roughshod over the local monopolist cable provider.
The two needed each other and were likely to negotiate terms less
harmful to consumer welfare than would occur with unchecked mo-
nopoly power. After 1992, competition in distribution that should
have benefitted consumers worsened welfare outcomes. Now the mo-
nopoly power of a programmer with a must-have channel is employed
to whipsaw competing distributors into submission to the pricing and
bundling terms that serve the powerful programmer’s selfish interests.

If effectively employed, the Sherman Antitrust Act provides a very
effective remedy for these negative welfare effects. By enjoining pro-
grammers’ bundling and tiering restrictions, the distributors would be
free to make their own bundling and distribution decisions in a manner
that responds to consumer demand. Distributors who were unrespon-
sive to consumer interests would quickly lose market share. Consum-
ers would be put back in driver’s seat without intrusive government
regulation. That’s just as Senator Sherman would have intended.

158. See Flint, supra note 1 (describing the “Television Consumer Freedom Act of
2013,” which is the bill introduced by Senator John McCain).
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